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Results from Rolling Motion Task

Prior research on student understanding of rolling motion has led to the identification of some specific student difficulties.  We have been building on this work and are in the process of 
developing and testing a tutorial based on a relative motion approach to teaching this topic.  Results from questions about rolling motion administered before and after tutorial instruction

Summary 
& Future 
Work

 Students tend to use a “preferred frame of reference” (the 
CM frame).

 Students have difficulty in applying relative motion 
concepts in rolling motion.

A rigid wheel rolls without slipping on a 
horizontal road as shown.  What is the 
direction of v with respect to the road?

Results from before and after standard instruction

Direction 
of v

Possible 
approach

Pre-lecture Post-lecture
UW Winter’18

(N = 116)
UW Fall’17
(N = 648)

U. Pitt.
(N = 559)

Relative 
motion 27% 35% 37%

Center-of-
mass (CM) 

frame
64% 54% 48%

suggest that this approach may be fruitful.  We are also examining the impact of the tutorial on student understanding of relative motion more generally by using ‘standard’ questions on this topic (e.g., the 
motion of a boat in a river).  The tutorial and the results from several questions are presented to illustrate the instructional sequence and ongoing assessment.

Structure of the 
Rolling Motion Tutorial

(C) Introduce Rolling & Slipping
 Define no-slip condition
 Predict-Observe-Explain activity with 

pure rolling and slipping cylinders

(A) Review of Galilean 
Transformation of Velocity
Students determine 3 displacement 
vectors in a given scenario and relate 
them to v v v .

(B) Combine Translational & 
Rotational Motion (General case)
Students apply Galilean transformation of 
velocity to determine the velocities of 
points A, B, and C on a flying disk in the 
ground frame.

UW Student Performance on Rolling Motion Task

Approach

Pretest
Before lecture

(N = 116)
Winter 2018

Post-test
Without tutorial

(N = 648)
Fall 2017

Post-test
With tutorial

(N = 116)
Winter 2018

Relative 
motion 27% 35% 44%

CM 
frame 64% 54% 42%

 ~15% gain with lecture and 
tutorial (McNemar test 
p-value < 5%)

 The gain is statistically 
significant. 

 ~10% gain from tutorial (2-
tail Fisher Exact test = 0.06)

 The contribution of tutorial 
after lecture instruction is yet 
to be determined.

Results from Relative Motion Task

Consider the following vectors:

• v :  velocity of the boat in the 
ground frame

• v :  velocity of the boat in the 
water frame

• v :  velocity of the water in the 
ground frame

Task:  Construct a vector diagram that 
correctly relates these 3 vectors. 
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 No gain in performance for the boat-in-river task after tutorial instruction.
 Similar results were also obtained for a plane-in-air task. 
 Students who answered this task incorrectly tend to confuse the velocity of the boat 

in the ground frame with the velocity of the boat in the water frame.

 Emphasizing relative motion ideas may be a productive way to teach rolling motion, however, students 
need more help in understanding reference frames.

We will continue to modify the tutorial based on research.
We are trying to identify instructional strategies that better help students relate the motion in the center-of-

mass and ground frames by visualizing the motion.

Responses Pretest
(N = 146)

Post-test
(N = 235)

58% 59%

26% 33%

Others 16% 8%

A boat starts at point A and it needs to reach point B directly.  
The water is moving east 3 ms-1 in the ground frame.  The boat 
moves with an average speed of 5 ms-1 relative to the water.  

1Rimoldini and Singh, “Student understanding of rotational and rolling 
motion concepts”, Phys. Rev.–PER, 2005. 

Rimoldini and Singh suggested that instruction on rolling 
motion should consider student difficulties in relative motion.
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